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Abstract. For complex biological systems, conventional analysis of
fluorescence intensity decay in terms of discrete exponential compo-
nents cannot readily provide a true representation of the underlying
fluorescence dynamics. We investigate an alternative nonparametric
method for the analysis of time-resolved fluorescence data from bio-
chemical and biological systems based on the expansion of fluores-
cence decay in a discrete Laguerre basis. We report that a unique
Laguerre expansion can be found for fluorescence intensity decays of
arbitrary form with convergence to a correct solution significantly
faster than conventional multiexponential approximation methods.
The Laguerre expansion coefficients are shown to be highly correlated
with intrinsic fluorescence lifetimes and allow direct characterization
of the fluorescence dynamics. A novel method for prediction of con-
centrations in mixtures of biochemical components using these coef-
ficients is developed and successfully tested (prediction error ,2%)
using data from different mixtures of fluorescence lifetime standards.
These findings suggest that the use of Laguerre expansion coefficients
is a fast approach for the characterization and discrimination of com-
plex biological systems such as tissues and cells, and that the method
has potential for applications of fluorescence lifetime techniques to
tissue diagnostics and imaging microscopy of living cells. © 2004 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1752919]

Keywords: time-resolved spectroscopy; discrete Laguerre basis expansion; fluores-
cence decay deconvolution techniques; fluorescence lifetime; quantitative predic-
tions.
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1 Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a nondestructive optical metho
extensively used to probe complex biological systems, includ
ing cells and tissues for biochemical, functional, and morpho
logical changes associated with pathological conditions. Suc
an approach has potential for noninvasive diagnosisin
vivo.1–3 Fluorescence measurements can be categorized as
ther static~steady state or time integrated! or dynamic~time-
resolved!. While steady state techniques provide an integrate
spectrum over time that gives information about fluorescenc
emission intensity and spectral distribution, time-resolved
techniques measure the dynamically evolving fluorescenc
emission, providing additional insight into the molecular spe-
cies of the sample~e.g., the number of fluorescence species
and their contribution to the overall emission! and/or changes
in the local environment.2,3

Two methods for time-resolved fluorescence measure
ments are widely used: The time-domain and the frequency
domain techniques. For the time-domain method, the samp
is excited with a short pulse of light~typically nanosecond or
shorter!, and the emission intensity is measured following ex-
citation with a fast photodetector. In the frequency domain, an
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intensity-modulated light induces the sample fluorescen
Due to the fluorescence relaxation lifetime of the sample,
emitted wave is delayed in time relative to the excitatio
inducing a phase-shift, which is used to calculate the de
time.3 The analytical approaches described here are applic
for analysis of time-domain data. The frequency-dom
analysis is not discussed in this paper.

Analysis of time-resolved data from fluorescent syste
includes determination of the intrinsic fluorescence intens
decay~fluorescence impulse response function, IRF!, identifi-
cation of a set of fitting parameters that best describe
characteristics of the fluorescence decay, and characteriz
and discrimination/classification of the fluorescent syst
based on those parameters.2

In the context of time-domain measurements, the fluor
cence IRF contains all the temporal information of a sing
fluorescence decay measurement. The IRF is the system
sponse to an ideald function excitation. In practice, the exci
tation light pulses are, typically, at least several picoseco
wide. Thus, they should be taken as a train ofd functions with
different amplitudes; each one initiating an IRF from th
sample, with an intensity proportional to the height of thed
function. The measured intensity decay function is the sum
all IRFs starting with different amplitudes and at differe
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times. Mathematically, the measured fluorescence intensit
decay data is given by the convolution of the IRF with the
excitation light pulse. Thus, to estimate the fluorescence IRF
of a compound, the excitation light pulse must be decon
volved from the measured fluorescence intensity pulse.3

When the excitation light pulse is sufficiently short, resem-
bling ad function excitation, the measured fluorescence deca
would closely resemble the intrinsic IRF.4 Although very short
excitation light pulses can currently be generated using fem
tosecond lasers, due to their lack of general availability pico
second light sources are still the most commonly used fo
time-resolved measurements.3 Therefore, in many cases the
intrinsic fluorescence IRF of the investigated compounds wil
have lifetimes on the order of the excitation light pulse width,
and subsequently, an accurate deconvolution technique b
comes crucial.

Deconvolution methods are usually divided into two
groups5: those requiring an assumption of the functional form
of the IRF, such as the nonlinear least-square iterative recon
volution method6,7 and those that directly give the IRF with-
out any assumption, such as the Fourier8 and Laplace trans-
form methods,9 the exponential series method,5 and the
stretched exponential method,10 among others. In addition, an
alternative approach known as global analysis, in which si
multaneous analysis of multiple fluorescence decay exper
ments are performed, has proven useful for both time- an
frequency-domain data.11 Among these methods, however, the
most commonly used deconvolution technique is the nonlin
ear least-squares iterative reconvolution~LSIR! method.5–7

This technique applies a least-squares minimization algorithm
to compute the coefficients of a multiexponential expansion o
the fluorescence decay. In complex biological systems, fluo
rescence emission typically originates from several endog
enous fluorophores and is affected by light absorption an
scattering. From such a complex medium, however, it is no
entirely adequate to analyze the time-resolved fluorescenc
decay transient in terms of a multiexponential decay, since th
parameters of a multiexponential fit cannot readily be inter-
preted in terms of fluorophore content.3,10 Moreover, different
multiexponential expressions can reproduce experimenta
fluorescence decay data equally well, suggesting that for com
plex fluorescent systems there is an advantage in avoiding an
a priori assumption about the functional form of the IRF de-
cay physics.

Expansion on the discrete time Laguerre basis as means
deconvolving the intrinsic properties of a dynamic system
from experimental input-output data was initially proposed by
Marmarelis12 and was applied to linear and nonlinear model-
ing of different physiological systems including renal auto-
regulation and autonomic control of heart rate.13,14A Laguerre
based deconvolution technique was recently reported as
variant of the LSIR technique, in which the fluorescence IRF
is expressed as an expansion on the discrete time Laguer
basis instead of a weighted sum of exponential functions.15

The Laguerre deconvolution technique has been previousl
applied to optical spectroscopy of tissues with promising re
sults to the analysis of time-resolved fluorescence emissio
data from artherosclerotic lesions,1,2 and temporal spread
functions of transmitted ultrafast laser pulses through differen
types of human breast tissue.16 However, a formal evaluation
of this technique, as it applies to fluorescence measuremen
744 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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has not been reported. In this paper, the performance of
Laguerre deconvolution technique is analyzed in terms of
curacy and speed for retrieving the fluorescence IRF and c
pared to that of the multiexponential LSIR deconvolutio
technique.

Although the main objective of a deconvolution techniq
is to retrieve accurately the intrinsic fluorescence intens
decay characteristics of a compound, it is also very import
that such a technique provides a unique representation o
intrinsic temporal fluorescence dynamics that allow furth
characterization of the investigated biological system. T
study of Zacharakis et al.16 on the analysis of the tempora
spread of transmitted ultrafast laser pulses through tissue
resents the only attempt to directly use the Laguerre exp
sion coefficients to characterize biological systems, yield
promising but very preliminary results.16 Although the La-
guerre deconvolution technique was used for the analysi
time-resolved fluorescence data from fluorescent constitu
in tissues as well as tissue samples,1,2,15 the potential of La-
guerre expansion coefficients for direct characterization
discrimination of fluorescence from biological systems h
not been reported. Because these coefficients inherently
tain information about the amplitude~intensity! and the relax-
ation time of a dynamic system, this paper investigates pr
erties of Laguerre expansion coefficients that allow dir
characterization of fluorescent system.

In summary, the goals of this paper were~1! to assess the
performance of the Laguerre deconvolution technique
terms of its accuracy and speed for retrieving the intrin
fluorescence decay from simulated and lifetime fluoresce
standards data;~2! to investigate the analytical properties o
the Laguerre expansion coefficients and to demonstrate
potential to directly characterize biochemical systems in ter
of their fluorescence intensity decays;~3! to determine the
potential use of Laguerre coefficients for quantitative interp
tation of fluorescence data; and~4! to introduce a new method
for prediction of concentration of mixtures of biochemic
components that take advantage of the Laguerre coeffici
information content.

2 Theoretical Approach
2.1 Laguerre Deconvolution Technique
The Laguerre deconvolution technique, in the context of tim
domain time-resolved fluorescence emission data, is revie
here. This nonparametric method expands the fluoresce
IRF on the discrete time Laguerre basis.15 The Laguerre func-
tions ~LFs! have been suggested as an appropriate ortho
mal basis owing to their built-in exponential term that mak
them suitable for physical systems with asymptotically exp
nential relaxation dynamics.12 Because the Laguerre basis is
complete orthonormal set of functions, a unique characteri
of this approach is that it can reconstruct a fluorescence
sponse of arbitrary form. Thus, the Laguerre basis provide
unique and complete expansion of the decay function.

The measured fluorescence intensity decay datay(t) is
given by the convolution of the IRFh(t) with the excitation
light pulsex(t):
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Fast model-free deconvolution . . .
y~ t !5E
0

t

h~t!x~ t2t! dt. ~1!

The time-domain time-resolved fluorescence measure
ments, however, are often obtained in discrete time, as in th
case of pulse sampling and gated detection technique3 ~direct
recording of fluorescence pulse with a fast digitizer!. In the
discrete-time case, the relationship between the observed flu
rescence intensity decay pulse and the excitation laser pulse
expressed by the convolution equation:

y~n!5T (
m50

K21

h~m!x~n2m! n50,...,K21. ~2!

The parameterK in Eq. ~2! determines the extent of the sys-
tem memory,T is the sampling interval, andh(m) is the
intrinsic fluorescence IRF. The Laguerre deconvolution tech
nique uses the orthonormal set of discrete time LFbj

a(n) to
discretize and expand the fluorescence IRF:

h~n!5 (
j 50

L21

cjbj
a~n!. ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, cj are the unknown Laguerre expansion coeffi-
cients ~LECs!, which are to be estimated from the input-
output data;bj

a(n) denotes thej ’ th order orthonormal dis-
crete time LF; andL is the number of LFs used to model the
IRF. The LF basis is defined as

bj
a~n!5a (n2 j )/2~12a!1/2(

k50

j

~21!kS n
kD S j

kDa j 2k~12a!k

n>0. ~4!

The orderj of each LF is equal to its number of zero-crossing
~roots!. The Laguerre parameter(0,a,1) determines the
rate of exponential decline of the LF. The higher the orderj
and/or the larger the Laguerre parametera, the longer the
spread over time of a LF and the larger the time separatio
between zero-crossing. Note that the Laguerre parametera
defines the time scale for which the Laguerre expansion of th
system impulse response is most efficient in terms of conver
gence. Thus, fluorescence IRF with longer lifetime~longer
memory! may require a largera for efficient representation.
Commonly, the parametera is selected based on the kernel
memory lengthK and the number of Laguerre functionsL
used for the expansion, so that all the functions decline suffi
ciently close to zero by the end of the impulse response.12

This approach was applied in this work.
By inserting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, the convolution Eq.~2!

becomes

y~n!5 (
j 50

L21

cjv j~n!,

v j~n!5T (
m50

K21

bj
a~m!x~n2m!, ~5!
Jo
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wherev j (n) are the discrete time convolutions of the excit
tion input with the LF and are denoted as the ‘‘key variable
The computation of thev j (n) can be accelerated significantl
by use of the recursive relation:

v j~n!5Aav j~n21!1Aav j 21~n!2v j 21~n21!, ~6!

which is due to the particular form of the discrete-time LF12

Computation of this recursive relation must be initialized
the following recursive equation that yieldsv0(n) for a given
stimulusx(n):

v0~n!5Aav0~n21!1T~12a!1/2x~n!. ~7!

This computation can be performed fast, forn50,1,...,N and
j 50,1,...,L21, whereN is the number of samples in the da
sets andL is the total number of LFs used in the IRF expa
sion. Finally, the unknown expansion coefficients can be e
mated by generalized linear least-squares fitting of Eq.~5!
using the discrete signalsy(n) andv j (n).

The optimal number of LFs and the value of the parame
a to be used in the model were determined by minimizing
weighted sum of the residuals:

S5 (
n50

N21

wn@y~n!2 ŷ~n!#2, ~8!

wherey(n) is the real fluorescence decay,ŷ(n) is the esti-
mated decay, andwn is the weighting factor. The weightwn is
proportional to the inverse of the experimental variancesn

2

for the measurements17 at timen. For time-correlated single-
photon counting, which is the most common technique
time-domain measurements, it is straightforward to comp
the experimental variance, since this is assumed to fol
Poisson statistics, where the variance is known to be pro
tional to the number of photon counts.3 For other methods of
time-domain measurements such as the direct recordin
fluorescence pulse with a fast digitizer3 used in this paper,
however, the experimental variance must be estimated fro
representative set of experimental data. To estimate the
perimental variance as a function of the amplitude of the flu
rescence decay, repeated measurements of the sample flu
cence decay are taken, and the variance and the ave
intensity at each time pointn of the decay signals are com
puted. The slope of the straight-line fit through a log-log p
of the variance as a function of the average intensity wo
indicate the relation between the experimental variance
the fluorescence intensity decay amplitude.17

In this study, the experimental variance was estima
from 55 repeated fluorescence decay measurements of 6
ferent fluorescence standard dyes at their peak wavelen
The variance was represented in log-log scale as a functio
the average of the 55 measurements. The average slope o
straight-line fits through the log-log plots for the six data s
was 0.99~range: 0.91 to 1.09!, suggesting that the experimen
tal variance increased almost proportionally with the fluor
cence signal. Thus, weighwn was estimated by1/y(n). For
the case of the multiexponential LSIR technique, also app
to the data presented in this study, the weighted sum of
residuals of Eq.~8! was minimized to determine the coeffi
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 745
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cients of a multiexponential expansion of the fluorescence de
cay. For purpose of clarification, the multiexponential model
is defined by the following equation:

h~n!5(
j 51

P

aj exp~2n/t j !, ~9!

whereP is the number of exponentials chosen to represent th
IRF h(n), aj are the preexponential factors, andt j are the
time constants of the exponential terms.

2.2 Prediction of Concentration in Mixtures with the
Laguerre Expansion Coefficients
Since the Laguerre expansion coefficients contain inherent in
formation about the fluorescence amplitude~intensity! and the
temporal decay characteristics, these coefficients can be d
rectly used for quantitative analysis of the biochemical sys
tems. To address this, a method for the prediction of concen
trations in a mixture of biochemical components based on th
analysis of the Laguerre expansion coefficients of the fluores
cence IRF is introduced in this section and described as fo
lows.

Let us assume that the sample fluorescence IRFS(n) can
be expanded onN Laguerre functionsbj

a(n):

S~n!5 (
j 50

N21

cjbj
a~n!. ~10!

In Eq. ~10!, cj are the expansion coefficients of the sample
decay model. It is also assumed that the sample is compose
of M biochemical components, each of them producing fluo-
rescence IRFCk(n) that can also be expanded on the sameN
Laguerre functions:

Ck~n!5 (
j 50

N21

ak, jbj
a~n!, k51,...,M . ~11!

In Eq. ~11!, ak, j are the expansion coefficients of thek’ th
biochemical component IRF. Finally, we assume that the
sample fluorescence IRFS(n) can also be modeled as the
linear combination of theirM individual biochemical compo-
nent fluorescence IRFCk(n):

S~n!5 (
k51

M

AkCk~n!, ~12!

whereAk are the relative contributions of the individual bio-
chemical component fluorescence IRFs to the sample fluore
cence IRF. Inserting Eq.~11! into Eq.~12!, it can be followed
that

S~n!5 (
k51

M

AkCk~n!5 (
k51

M

AkF (
j 50

N21

ak, jbj
a~n!G

5 (
j 50

N21 S (
k51

M

Akak, j D bj
a~n!. ~13!

Finally, from Eqs.~10! and~13!, we can relate the expansion
coefficientscj of the sample IRF to the expansion coefficients
ak, j of the biochemical component IRF as follows:
746 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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k51

M

Akak, j , j 51,...,N. ~14!

In practice, the expansion coefficientscj andak, j can be es-
timated from the sample fluorescence intensity decay and
individual biochemical fluorescence intensity decay measu
ments. Therefore, it is possible to retrieve the relative con
butionsAk of the individual biochemical components fluore
cence IRF to the sample fluorescence IRF, by solving
system of linear equations defined in Eq.~14!. Notice that to
solve this system, the number of equations should be gre
than or equal to the number of unknowns(N>M ); therefore,
the number of LFs(N) used to expand the decay modelin
should be greater than or equal to the number of the in
vidual biochemical components(M ).

The performances of the Laguerre deconvolution te
nique and the proposed method for the prediction of conc
trations in a mixture of biochemical components based on
Laguerre expansion coefficients were assessed with simul
and experimental data. The radiative lifetime valuet f of a
given IRF was calculated by interpolating the time point
which the IRF becomes1/e of its maximum value. A brief
description of the simulated data generation, and of the fl
rescence measurements on lifetime fluorescence standar
presented in the next section.

3 Generation of Time-Resolved Fluorescence
Data
3.1 Simulated Data
The synthetic data was generated by means of a fo
exponential model, with fixed decay constants and rand
values for the fractional contribution of each exponent
component. A total of 600 data sets were generated, yield
average lifetime values between 0.3 and 12 ns. White nois
zero mean and three different variance levels was added to
data, yielding three different groups of 600 data sets, w
approximately 80, 60, and 50 dB SNRs~low-noise-, medium-
noise-, and high-noise-level groups, respectively!. A laser
pulse ~700-ps pulse width! measured from a sample o
9-cyanoanthracene~see next section! was used as the excita
tion signal for our simulation. Therefore, all the data sets w
convolved with the laser signal, yielding the ‘‘measured’’ d
cay data for our simulation. The Laguerre deconvolution te
nique was applied to this data, using different model ord
ranging from three to six Laguerre functions. Similarly, th
multiexponential deconvolution technique was also applied
the data, using different model orders ranging from one
four exponential components.

3.2 Experimental Data: Lifetime Fluorescence
Standards
Data were collected from standard dyes for fluorescence
time measurements. The dyes were selected to cover a b
range of radiative lifetimes~0.54 to 12 ns! that are most rel-
evant for biological applications, such as fluorescent emiss
from tissue. The fluorophores chosen included rose ben
~33,000, Sigma-Aldrich!, rhodamin B ~25,242, Sigma-
Aldrich!, and 9-cyanoanthracene~15,276, Sigma-Aldrich!.
The fluorescence dyes used in the measurements were di



Fast model-free deconvolution . . .
Fig. 1 Laguerre and multiexponential deconvolution of the excitation laser pulse (solid black) from a simulated fluorescence decay (solid gray, t
54.1 ns). The extimated fluoresccence decays (dotted black) overlap the simulated fluorescence decay. The residuals and their autocorrelation
function indicate excellent fit between the synthetic and the estimated fluorescence decays.
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into 1026 M solutions. The fluorescence standard sample
were excited with a subnanosecond pulsed nitrogen laser wit
an emission wavelength of 337.1 nm~700 ps FWHM!. The
fluorescence response was measured using a time-resolv
time-domain fluorescence apparatus, enabling direct recordin
of the fluorescent pulse~fast digitizer and gated detection!.
The fluorescence pulse was collected by a fiber optic bundl
~bifurcated probe! and directed to a monochromator con-
nected to a multichannel plate photomultiplier tube with a rise
time of 180 ps. The entire fluorescence pulse from a single
excitation pulse was recorded with a 1-GHz bandwidth digita
oscilloscope.18 For each sample solution, the time-resolved
fluorescence spectra were measured for a 250-nm spectr
range from 400 to 650 nm at 5-nm increments. After each
measurement sequence, the laser pulse temporal profile w
measured at a wavelength slightly below the excitation lase
line. Background spectra were taken for the solvents~ethanol
or methanol! using the same cuvette.

The method for prediction of concentrations in a mixture
of biochemical components based on the analysis of the La
guerre expansion coefficients was tested on mixtures of ros
bengal~RB! and rhodamin B~RdmB! of distinct relative con-
centrations. Three types of mixture solutions were prepare
with @RdmB#/@RB# concentration values equal to 0.25/0.75,
0.5/0.5, and 0.75/0.25mM, respectively. The1026 M RB and
RdmB solutions were also measured representing@RdmB#/
@RB# concentrations of 0/1.0 and 1.0/0mM, respectively.
Time-resolved fluorescence measurements at wavelengths b
tween 550 and 600 nm~corresponding to the range of wave-
lengths around the spectral peak at 575 nm! were recorded
from the five solutions and used for the analysis.

4 Technique Evaluation and Validation
4.1 Simulated Data
A simulated time-resolved fluorescence intensity decay(t
54.1 nsat a medium noise level!, its corresponding estima-
tion by the Laguerre deconvolution method(L55), and the
laser pulse~solid black! are shown in Fig. 1. The residuals are
,2% of the peak fluorescence amplitude and they appea
randomly distributed around zero. The autocorrelation func
Jo
d
g

l

s

-

e-

tion of the residuals does not contain low-frequency osci
tions characteristic of nonrandom residuals, and is mo
contained within the 95% confidence interval centered aro
zero. These observations indicate an excellent fit between
synthetic and estimated fluorescence decays, showing tha
fluorescence IRF was properly estimated with the deconvo
tion algorithm based on the Laguerre expansion techniq
The results for the same sample fluorescence decay usin
multiexponential approach(P53), presented in Fig. 1,
showed similar results. One important detail depicted in Fig
is that the residuals and autocorrelation functions correspo
ing to both the Laguerre and multiexponential fits look ve
much alike. This is explained by the fact that both techniqu
were able to accurately fit the true synthetic time-resolv
decay data, leaving out just the additive white noise com
nent of the artificial data.

The performance of Laguerre and multiexponential dec
volution techniques along the lifetime range of 0.3 to 12
was assessed by means of the relative error between the
and the estimated lifetime~RLE! values, and the normalize
mean square error~NMSE!. Similar performances were ob
tained for both techniques: the RLE values were found be
1, 2, and 4%, whereas the NMSE values were smaller t
0.04, 0.3, and 0.9% for the low-, medium-, and high-nois
level groups, respectively.

To investigate the effect of the number of LF~chosen to
expand the fluorescence IRF! on the estimation of the intrinsic
fluorescence decay, the synthetic data was deconvolved u
Laguerre expansions of different orders~three to six LFs!. For
decays with lifetimes ranging from 1 to 8 ns, the IRF expa
sion with five LF yielded the best estimation of the fluore
cence emission decay(RLE,2%). The best estimate for fas
decays(t f,1 ns) and for slow decays(t f.8 ns) were ob-
tained using an expansion of six LFs and three to four L
respectively. For the multiexponential deconvolution meth
a good estimation of the IRF(RLE,2%) was yielded by
biexponential expansion for slow decays and triexponen
expansion for fast decays.

As stated, it is important that a deconvolution techniq
provides a representation of the intrinsic temporal fluor
cence dynamics to be used for further characterization of
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 747
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Fig. 2 Correlation between the actual lifetime values of the simulated
data with the Laguerre expansion coefficients (LEC-1 to LEC-3, left
panels) and the multiexponential LSIR parameters (right panels).
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investigated compound. Both the multiexponential and La-
guerre deconvolution techniques summarize the tempora
fluorescence intensity decay information in terms of the pa
rameters of the model they use to represent the fluorescen
IRF: ~1! the preexponential factors(ai) and the decay con-
stants(t i) for the case of the multiexponential approach and
~2! the Laguerrea parameter and thecj expansion coeffi-
cients for the case of Laguerre approach. Therefore, a natur
attempt to characterize a compound in terms of its fluores
cence lifetime information is to utilize either the multiexpo-
nential or the Laguerre model parameters.

To investigate whether these model parameters reflect b
themselves the fluorescence temporal information of the in
vestigated compound, the correlation coefficients between th
actual lifetime values of the simulated data and the mode
parameters~first two exponential parameters and first three
Laguerre expansion coefficients! were computed. For a bivari-
ate case, the correlation coefficient(21,r ,1) is defined as
748 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
l

e

l

the covariance between the two variables normalized by
variances of each variable, and measures the strength o
linear relationship between the two variables. A correlat
coefficientr 521 indicates a perfect negative~inverse! linear
dependence,r 50 indicates no linear dependence, andr 51
indicates a perfect positive linear dependence.4

The first three Laguerre expansion coefficients as a fu
tion of the radiative lifetime between 4 and 5 ns and t
correlation coefficients are shown in Fig. 2. We can clea
observe the first and third expansion coefficients were p
tively correlated with the intrinsic decay lifetime, whereas t
second expansion coefficient was negatively correlated w
the intrinsic lifetimes. All three Laguerre expansion coef
cients ~LEC-1 to LEC-3! were highly correlated to the rea
lifetime values(r .0.95). This result indicates that each o
the Laguerre expansion coefficients capture and reflect
temporal relaxation of the IRF, and thus can be further u
for the characterization of the investigated compound.

Plots of the biexponential fast(t1) and slow(t2) decay
constants and of the relative contribution of the fast expon
tial @a1 /(a11a2)# as a function of the radiative lifetime be
tween 4 and 5 ns are also shown in Fig. 2. For this particu
lifetime range, only one of the time-decay constants, the s
decay constant(t2), was positively correlated(r 50.82
60.01) with the lifetime values. The remaining time deca
constant and the normalized preexponential factors were
correlated with the lifetime values(r 50.5560.02 and r
50.5460.03,respectively!.

4.2 Experimental Data
To investigate the accuracy of the Laguerre deconvolut
method for retrieving fluorescence decays from experime
data, a number of lifetime fluorescence standards with a br
range of relaxation lifetimes were measured in solutions. T
lifetimes retrieved using both the Laguerre and the multie
ponential deconvolution methods were compared with val
from the literature.3 The results of this analysis are present
in Table 1 @mean6standarderror ~SE!#. Short-lived fluoro-
phores, such as rose bengal, with lifetimes ranging in the h
dreds of picoseconds could be reliably retrieved by the
guerre deconvolution technique. This is shown in Fig. 3 fo
fluorescence intensity decay measurement from RB in me
nol at 580 nm. The fluorophore intensity decay data was b
fitted to Laguerre models ofL53 or L54 and to a single-
Table 1 Lifetime values (mean6SE) of fluorescence standard dyes estimated using the Laguerre and
exponential deconvolution techniques.

Sample Solvent

Lifetime (ns)
Wavelength

(nm)Laguerre Exponential Literature3

RB Ethanol 0.76960.005 0.70260.004 0.850 590

RB Methanol 0.45760.004 0.40060.006 0.540 580

RdmB Ethanol 2.87260.015 2.88060.006 2.850 590

RdmB Deionized water 1.53360.057 1.53160.024 1.520 580

9/CA Ethanol 11.74660.026 11.63060.020 11.850 445
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Fig. 3 Laguerre and multiexponential deconvolution of the excitation laser pulse (solid black) from a measured fluorescence decay from RB in
methanol at 580 nm (solid gray). The estimated fluorescence decays (dotted black) overlap the measured fluorescence decay. The residuals indicate
excellent fit between the measured and the estimated flourescence decays. The estimated IRF using both methods present very similar decay
characteristics.
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exponential decay. Both methods yielded very good fits, al
though in this particular example, the Laguerre approach pe
formed better than the multiexponential method, as indicate
by the smaller Laguerre residuals~top insets!. Both the La-
guerre and the exponential methods yielded similar intrinsic
fluorescence decays~IRF! with lifetime values of 0.456
60.004and0.460.006 ns,respectively, which were in good
agreement with previously reported data.3

Similarly, measurements of RdmB in ethanol and methano
demonstrated the ability of the Laguerre method to accuratel
resolve nanosecond and subnanosecond fluorescence lifetim
~Fig. 4!, which is of especial importance since a number of
biologically relevant fluorophores such as elastin and collage
are known to emit at these time scales.2,15 The RdmB fluoro-
phore intensity decay data was best fitted to Laguerre mode
of L54 and to a single exponential decay. Both methods
yielded very good fits as it can be seen in Fig. 4.

Finally, to assess the ability of the Laguerre technique to
retrieve long fluorescence lifetimes, the fluorescence decay o
9-cyanoanthracene~9CA! in ethanol were also deconvolved
Jo
-

es
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f

~Fig. 5!. Both the Laguerre and the exponential metho
yielded similar intrinsic fluorescence decays with lifetime va
ues ~Table 1! also in agreement with previous reports.3 The
9CA fluorophore intensity decay data was best fitted to L
guerre models ofL52 and to a single exponential decay, an
very good fits were attained by the two methods as obser
in Fig. 5. Similar to the results on the simulation data, it w
observed that deconvolution of long-lived fluorophores~e.g.,
9CA! require fewer LFs for expansions when compared w
the short-lived compounds~e.g., RB and RdmB!.

To compare the computational time of both the Lague
and the multiexponential deconvolution techniques, 250 s
of 9CA time-resolved fluorescence data at several wa
lengths~400 to 650 nm! were deconvolved using both tech
niques, and the deconvolution time was measured for each
of data. The average computational time was33.160.86 ms
for the Laguerre deconvolution with five LFs, and101.4
61.6 msfor the LSIR deconvolution with a single exponen
tial. Both methods were implemented in Matlab-6.5~The
Fig. 4 Laguerre and multiexponential deconvolution of the excitation laser pulse (solid black) from a measured fluorescence decay from RdmB in
ethanol at 590 nm (solid gray). The estimated fluorescence decays (dotted black) overlap the measured fluorescence decay. The residuals indicate
excellent fit between the measured and the estimated fluorescence decays. The estimated IRF using both methods present very similar decay
characterics.
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 749
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Fig. 5 Laguerre and multiexponential deconvolution of the excitation laser pulse (solid black) from a measured fluorescence decay from 9/CA in
ethanol at 445 nm (solid gray). The estimated fluorescence decays (dotted black) overlap the measured fluorescence decay. The residuals indicate
excellent fit between the measured and the estimated fluorescence decays. The estimated IRF using both methods present very similar decay
characteristics.
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MathWorks, Natick, MA! and executed on an IBM-
compatible workstation~Intel Xeon processor, 2.0 GHz!.

4.3 Concentration Prediction with Laguerre
Coefficients
To test the proposed method for the prediction of concentra
tions in a mixture of biochemical components, fluorescence
decays of five mixtures of RdmB and RB were expanded
using five LFs with discrete-time Laguerre parametera
50.81.The relative contributions(Ak) of the individual bio-
chemical component decays to the mixture fluorescence de
cays were predicted by solving Eq.~14!. To compare the pro-
posed approach with more traditional methods for
concentration prediction based on spectral analysis, the rela
tive concentration of RdmB was also determined by
applying19–21 principal component regression~PCR! and par-
tial least squares~PLS! to the spectral data of the mixtures.
The results of the three methods are shown in Table 2. Al
methods give a close estimation of the RdmB concentration i
the three solutions. However, the Laguerre model of intrinsic
fluorescence decays yielded a better estimation of the fluoro
phore concentrations(error,2%), compared to the spectral
methods~PCR:error,7%; PLS: error,10%).

Table 2 Predicted RdmB concentrations from the three solutions es-
timated by the three methods applied.

Method

Relative Concentration of RdmB

25% 50% 75%

PCR 22.861.25 48.7961.77 68.6661.57

PLS 21.9861.63 47.3161.99 67.0461.69

Laguerre 25.2360.48 51.1660.83 73.8661.66
750 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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5 Discussion
Although a multiexponential deconvolution has the poten
to accurately retrieve the fluorescence IRF of complex biom
lecular systems, the parameters of a multiexponential fit c
not readily be interpreted in terms of number of fluoropho
content.3,5 Changes of a fluorophore environment, prote
conformations or cross-links, also would result in differe
intensity decay for a single fluorophore,3,5 thus it is not prac-
tical to consider individual decay times. Moreover, very d
ferent multiexponential expressions can reproduce the s
experimental fluorescence intensity decay data equally we
demonstrated with the simulation results presented here
which synthetic decay data generated by a four-exponen
model was accurately deconvolved by multiexponential m
els of different orders from two to four exponential comp
nents. This and previous reported evidence3,5,10 support the
conclusion that for complex fluorescence systems, there i
advantage in avoiding any assumption about the functio
form of the fluorescence decay law. Further, this suggests
the Laguerre deconvolution technique is a suitable appro
for the analysis of time-domain fluorescence data of comp
systems, since this technique has the ability to expand int
sic fluorescence intensity decays of any form, without ana
priori assumption of its functional form.

While the results from both simulation and lifetime fluo
rescence standard support the conclusion that the Lagu
method performs similarly to the multiexponential method
terms of accuracy for retrieving the fluorescence IRF, o
advantage of the Laguerre method is that for any value of
Laguerre parametera, the corresponding basis of LF is
complete orthonormal basis. Thus, it is certain that an exp
sion of the fluorescence IRF on the LF basis can always
found, and even more important, the set of expansion coe
cients are unique for a defined Laguerre basis. Our res
showed that three to six LFs are sufficient to expand fluor
cence decays with lifetime values ranging from 0.3 to 12
which are times relevant for the emission of tissue end
enous fluorophores. Generally, an accurate estimation of s
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Fast model-free deconvolution . . .
decays requires fewer LFs for expansion~less than three! than
for the fast decays~larger than five!. In contrast, deconvolu-
tion with the multiexponential approach may yield more than
one solution, even when the number of exponential or the
values of the decay constants are prefixed. The span of po
sible solutions of a multiexponential expansion can be signifi
cantly reduced by fixinga priori the values of the decay con-
stants, as was proposed in the exponential series metho
proposed by Ware et al.5 Note, however, that deconvolution
with the exponential series method is successful only whe
the prefixed decay constants are commensurate with the in
vestigated fluorescence decay.

Another advantage of the Laguerre deconvolution over the
multiexponential LSIR results from the different methods re-
quired to estimate the expansion parameters. The Laguer
expansion technique uses a least-squares optimization proc
dure to determine the coefficients of the Laguerre expansio
of the system dynamics.12 For a defined Laguerre basis, i.e.,
given values of the parametera and the number of the LFs,
the problem of finding the expansion coefficients is reduced to
solving an overdetermined system of linear equations@given
in Eq. ~5!#, which represents a linear least-squares minimiza
tion problem. The same property holds even for the estimatio
of nonlinear dynamics that can also be formulated in terms o
linear equations using the Laguerre expansion technique.12–14

In contrast, traditional multiexponential LSIR techniques re-
quire the estimation of intrinsic nonlinear parameters~the de-
cay constants!, which represents a nonlinear least squares
problem. Although very robust and efficient nonlinear least
square algorithms are currently available, such as the Gaus
Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt methods,22 solving a linear
least-squares problem~Laguerre technique! is a much simpler
and less computationally expensive problem than finding a
nonlinear least square solution~through a multiexponential
technique!. This was clearly supported by the results de-
scribed here on the speed of computational analysis, showin
that the Laguerre deconvolution technique convergences to
correct solution approximately three times faster than the mo
noexponential deconvolution. The convergence speed wou
become more significant when a biexponential or higher orde
multiexponential expansion is used. This specific advantag
of the Laguerre method becomes even more important in th
context of application of lifetime fluorescence spectroscopy to
clinical research of tissue diagnosis, where the speed of da
analysis is of crucial importance.

Analysis of correlations coefficients(r ) demonstrated that
each Laguerre expansion coefficient is highly correlated with
the intrinsic lifetime value, suggesting that the use of these
coefficients has potential, as a new approach, for the direc
characterization of biochemical compounds in terms of thei
fluorescence emission temporal properties. For the case of th
multiexponential deconvolution, although the estimated~com-
puted! average lifetime is always correlated with the intrinsic
radiative lifetime, the individual multiexponential parameters
~decay constants and preexponential coefficients! may not
necessarily be correlated to the intrinsic lifetimes. This was
shown in the simulations results, where only one of the deca
constants was correlated with the lifetime. This lack of corre-
lation between individual multiexponential parameters and the
lifetime occurs because the multiexponential model does no
represent an orthogonal expansion of the fluorescence IRF
Jo
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therefore, the estimated fitting parameters are not indepen
from each other.3,23 This condition implies that the value o
one specific parameter is determined not only by the dat
be fitted, but also by the value of the other fitting paramete
thus, reducing the correlation between the actual lifetimes
the estimated values of the multiexponential parameters
contrast, since the Laguerre basis provides an orthogona
pansion of the IRF, the value of each expansion coeffici
depends exclusively on the data to be fitted, making th
highly correlated to the actual lifetime values.

This paper also demonstrated that the Laguerre expan
coefficients have potential for quantitative interpretation
fluorescence decay. A new method for the prediction of c
centrations in a mixture was introduced here and success
tested on fluorescence standards components~RdmB and RB!.
Moreover, using only fluorescence decay information from
narrow spectral range, this method yielded improved pred
tion of the fluorophore concentrations when compared to t
obtained using traditional methods of spectral analysis~PCR
and PLS!. One possible explanation for this result is that sp
tral methods use the information derived from spectral dis
bution of fluorescence intensity, while the proposed Lague
method uses both the amplitude and temporal information
the fluorescence emission from a predefined narrow spe
range. Emission spectra of RdmB and RB are hig
overlapped,3 thus spectral emission alone would provide lim
ited information for the prediction of their relative concentr
tion. However, RdmB and RB present different fluorescen
decay characteristics, which were taken into account toge
with the amplitude information when the Laguerre coef
cients were applied for concentration prediction. Although
this paper, the proposed Laguerre method analyzes only
amplitude and temporal information of the fluorescence em
sion from a predefined narrow spectral range, the Lagu
expansion coefficients corresponding to fluorescence
taken at multiple emission wavelengths also reflect the sp
tral information of the fluorescence emission. This spec
information could also be integrated into a more advanc
method for characterization and discrimination of a biologic
system.

It is also noteworthy that an analogous method for t
prediction of concentrations in a mixture of biochemical co
ponents based on the multiexponential model of intrinsic flu
rescence decay could also be implemented. Since suc
method would also use both the amplitude and temporal
formation contained by fluorescence data, it would m
likely yield a performance similar to that of the Laguer
method presented in this paper. However, a method base
the multiexponential expansion would require that the de
constants be chosena priori. Therefore, one disadvantage o
this approach would represent the necessity for a good g
of the decay constants~these must be commensurate with t
investigated fluorescence decays! to ensure an acceptable pre
diction of the investigated concentrations.5 A further require-
ment for such a technique would be that the number of ex
nential terms used should be equal to or greater than
number of biochemical concentrations to be retrieved. The
fore, the larger the number of component assumed to
present in the investigated biological system, the more ex
nential terms are required, and a large number of decay c
stants must be guessed, making its application difficult. T
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 751
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Laguerre-model-based method for concentration estimatio
requires only predefining the Laguerre parametera, which
can be chosen from the observed decay data.12

All these findings taken together suggest that the applica
tion of the Laguerre expansion method~and specifically, of
the expansion coefficients! represent a promising approach for
the quantification of relative concentrations of different bio-
chemical compounds in biological systems, and their subse
quent characterization and discrimination. Application of the
Laguerre deconvolution techniques can result not only in ac
curate analysis of fluorescent systems withouta priori knowl-
edge of underlying fluorescence dynamics but also facilitate
reduction of data processing time. This method can be easil
adapted for the analysis of time-resolved fluorescence da
from tissues, and thus it has potential impact on application
of fluorescence lifetime toin vivo spectroscopic diagnostics of
diseased tissues~e.g., arterial plaques and tumors! and func-
tional imaging microscopy of living cells.

In conclusion, this work demonstrated that numerical de-
convolution of fluorescence IRF using a nonparametric ex
pansion in a discrete-time Laguerre basis enables accurate e
timation of the intrinsic fluorescence intensity decays for a
broad range of lifetime values. Although the main objective of
a reliable deconvolution technique is to accurately retrieve th
intrinsic fluorescence decay of a compound, it would also be
very important for such technique to provide a unique repre
sentation of the intrinsic fluorescence dynamics that can b
used for further characterization of the investigated biologica
system. Taking into account this consideration, our result
demonstrated that the Laguerre deconvolution method in
cludes a number of interesting properties and potential advan
tages over the classical multiexponential LSIR. These includ
faster convergence to a correct solution, high correlation be
tween the expansion coefficients and the intrinsic lifetime val-
ues, and the potential for directly quantifying the relative con-
centrations of different biochemical compounds in biological
systems. These characteristics suggest that the use of the L
guerre expansion coefficients represents a new reliable an
powerful approach for the characterization and discrimination
of biological systems, in terms of their fluorescence emission
intensity amplitude and temporal or lifetime characteristics.
Future work will investigate the application of this approach
to analysis of time-resolved fluorescence data obtained from
in vivo measurements in diseased tissue including atheroscl
rotic lesions and brain tumors.
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